
But we have no slogan. no slogans. only our shoes that go or we go
our shoes. too big or too shiny or too old or too painterly or too expen-
sive or too white or too ill-prepared or too ugly or too unkempt or too
unbefitting, unbefitting a slogan.

"Remove shoes before entering playspace"
-Burger King Playspace

So that is why it goes saying. why it can be art. or poetry. or a calling.
or disaster within. it calls me out. or disaster. I am called out. or dis-
aster. I callout. out of turn.

this is not simply language. and it does not go without saying.
whether it is or is not language, it does not go without saying. spirit. independence. and one other. it was mild. 0

discovery . 0 self. 0 anyone. 0 thee.
They dig in. Digging a tunnel in into. They dig in,
in a tunnel, into, & then they flower. flower & shed.
Bursting in into the innermost. The guts.

it was far . faring. far & faring. and that was why we
went.It was held in common. If they were held in common. And it was

working from that space where they were held. And that is the assem-
blage assembling. Where it dissembled it is not language because it dis-
sembles language and so it does not go without saying. going and not
finding. or going. or just going in assemblage.

It was a small doll. Someone had bought a smaIl
doll wrapped in a green nylon coat or wrapper, a
square wrapper such as on gum or cigarettes.
held together by velcro. Velcro must be grasped
and pulled open. And underneath the coat there
is the body of the doll-vinyl, blocky. And dan-
gling on a string behind the doll's body like a
marionette-a small skeleton. Then it was said-
"But didn't you know, inside every little girl there
is the skeleton of an old man?"

so then it was a question of context. How do you tun-
nel up into the context without abandoning language.
or our now. it was faring. and that was why. why go.
why we said go. go shrubbery. go fishing. go away.
go gone. go going. go more. go.

where one would have been sent or called and then it did not hold. or
breathe. After that, stuttering. And the stuttering was necessary. a
nursery. a nursery of shrubberies. or fishes. a fishery. a fish hatchery.

But now we are in our old shoes & going. and this going is not finding.
it fishes. and so we are faring. fare thee and well.

Which is to say language. language dangling on the restless body.
dull. vinyl. where the language dances in your bones. But you know.
didn't. didn't you know? if pushed. your shoes are too big.

That was the fair. fair. or a fireman's festival. on
a summer's night. as you like it. social. and, in
your mouth, cotton. or melting. cotton. cotton.

And that's where it was. beside you. or between you. was & was
apparently. or anything. force or the desire for a future. a certain type
of it. was. on behalf. of language. and also a body as well. as well.

Most recently-since Monday-I've been thinking about this monism
question. In the shower, a couple of weeks ago, there was a hair-very
short-like you might shave off your legs-but it seemed to be alive,
moving, not down with the flow of water, but shifting around languid-
ly, sometimes seeming to pulse. so then, because of this movement
independent of the flow of water I decided it was a baby thousand leg-
ger, and flushed it down the drain.



Monday, in the shower, a longer hair from my head was on the side of
the tub, but it moved in a similar way, pulsing and not simply washed
down in the flow of water. Then I realized that hair, although inani-
mate in the way that we define life, has cells and capillary action and
that it can absorb flow and currents and expand and contract, and that
the water, too, though inanimate, has currents and flows other than just
washing down and that its tension and movement can affect something
as small as a small hair in different ways than just washing it down. So
that the hair appeared to be a living creature.

Is this a hair or a bug? Is it living or non-living. Does it move of its
own force, its lifeforce, or is it moved by something with force, is it
human or inhuman. I make these distinctions daily. I make them with
respect to my own body, with respect to rain and wind, with respect to
the flowers in my garden, with respect to other people. Or rather, it
seems, these distinctions have been made in general. By science, as I
know it in a limited way. By theology. By philosophy. And these dis-
tinctions, inevitably, come to inhabit and define what I write. poetry.

It's a simple idea in some ways. simplistic, even. unnecessary. it does-
n't really seem to deserve explanation. but it bothers. because, really,
it's beyond comprehension. in some way. it grounds what we think
about language, our bodies, and the differences between our bodies and
our languages. in the world around us.

In the world around us, our philosophical and theological beliefs are
fashioned by the traditions that have come to us from Christianity, and,
prior to Christianity, from the Greeks, since Plato. For more than 100
years, now, at least since Nietzsche (and I would say, Darwin), philoso-
phers have been trying to think both before and beyond Christianity
and the Greeks. and to think back behind these traditions is difficult.
So on the one hand, philosophy since the late 19th century is trying to
think abou t the pre-Socratic Greeks and their writing as the pre-Socratic
Greeks might have thought it-before Christianity and before Plato.
And on the other hand, they are using Greek thought to think through
and past Christianity to some other way of understanding the world. &
its forces.

pulcher, pulchr-
puddle

and so back to the monad. monism.
it's not that everything is alive or animate or.-<>r.-
it's not anthropological.

anth-
the stem of the flower, the word

cut
not anthropos

but anthos

so, not that all is one, in unity,
collapsed back to godhead or deity-

-although the Greek way of understanding
all force as deos--wind, water, air, sun,

the huntress, the satyr,
the goddess of desire-

aphrodite, cytherea ...
does not collapse ...

but rather movement, movement irrespective of life, like the move-
ments of wind, water, rocks, the circling of the earth and its magnetic
fields, its revolutions, its gravities ... and our catching. we don't move
entirely independently of these forces, and yet we aren't entirely depen-
dent, either. we might move with these tensions, or against them, or
absorb them, or between them... eddies ... currents. in fluid mechanics,
called turbulent or unsteady flow. and so, also, language.

this way going is where we already have our feet, to where we have
already set agoing our bodies agoing in their way, or along. along the
way. and that is the pulling or pooling. and in this pulling we are not
merely washed away or washed down, but pooled, as awash. so awash
without away. or going. awash going. and for that-that pooling or
pulling-abandon or abundance, but more like a binding abandon, so
then we are abandoning awash. awash.

However, not awash without any distinctions. Quite to the contrary.
We are attentive to the distinctions that have previously been arranged
for us by our western traditions, the Greek or the Christian. Yet, awash,



await. And thus I said, force or the desire for a future. a certain type of
it. await, awash, and this is by language. or it is said to be language.
but tunnelling up through that edifice which has been set about us, and
then away, awash, going. or pooling. and this pooling in language and
in and against the blocky edifice of our traditions, in the pooling of
these contexts, we are writing, and writing awash. so then the poetry.

poetries highly attuned to our cultures, our current moment, our pasts.
attuned in order to shift or make shift.

"The creator in the arts is like all the rest of the people living, he is
sensitive to the changes in the way of living and his art is inevitably
influenced by the way each generation is living, the way each genera -
tion is being educated and the way they move abollt, all this creates
the composition of that generation." ~ertrude Stein

the poetry is not then about newness. Not at all. However, it depends
upon all the newnesses that those who have written in the twentieth
century have allowed to us. And now, we write out of that newness,
into the future. and not without regard to the past.

Lisa Jarnot's Some Other Kind of Mission is one of a numb~r of books
published in 19% and 1997 that seem to me to make poetry out of a
kind of turbulence-model of language, context-laden and yet future. In
Jamot's book, I want to talk about one phrase that shows up on the
page named "TWO." Along the lefthand side of this page a list is hand-
written six times,

but it is impossible to desire the future without inhabiting our own bod-
ies, our own traditions, our streets, our cities, our rural farmlands. And
this is the pulling/pooling. Force. That constraint or tension, like the
tension in a drop of water, or along the surface of a pool, or in its cur-
rents. Desire outspreads from these contexts. From our daily lives.

And it-the poetry-is not about newness, though it is about the future.
And it is not about the past, although it writes as a part of the past.
And to some extent, in that we inhabit our moment, now, we awash
aware now, the poetry is now. not new. But only now as with regard
to the future. await. not await in passivity. but with expectation. and
so I said, force or the desire for a future.

messerschmidts.
8-17s
spit fires
zeros. (japanese)

Then there is a short poem pasted in the middle right of the page, the
last three stanzas of which read:

The poetry of the twentieth century has been primarily obsessed with
the new, making new out of the past or the present. Whereas we need
to be able to account for the present moment and to consider the past as
a part of what we are, where we are, awash. And so, we are not simply
concerned with being new, but in the tensions between the new and the
contexts out of which it writes. in the way in which the new as it has
been written in the late 19th and in the 20th centuries, the way in which
these formal experiments of the avant-garde would allow us to resist or
interrupt or tunnel into those edifices of the past that surround us even
now.

the faith-
fulness of
machine gun
fire--

give
helen
back,

so we surround ourselves or we are surrounded, pooled, and the
pulling exerts a force that could be said to be new, but is not about new-
ness. Rather, assemblages including the pull of the new, the edifice of
the past, the context of the present, these things that have to do with
our temporal space, gather force and shift. And in the shift, a tension,
like the tension of water, language, our language, awash, washes. so
we listen to these movements or shifts, which pervade anything we
might say. and that saying comes to be a poetry, or poetries rather-,

or some other
kind of mission

on the right of the page, really surrounding this short poem, there is a
brief handwritten phrase that appears to have been xeroxed multiple
times at different magnifications and pasted around the edges of the
page:



give
Helen
back

The context is an infinite interpenetration of figmentary subjec-
tification. The sense in the intense indent is aural. Neck, or,
tablet, rays. Atone to the bend it

These lines both describe and enact the poetic movement as it is already
underway. the words plunge through many possible attributes; stems
unfold, contract, sift; and aural sense intense tones, a-tones, bends. The
lines are a focal tendon, an acrostic moan.

This brief sentence is not without context. The context is not contained
in the book, but clearly the book evokes the story of Helen and Paris
(elsewhere: "Paris fucked Helen fourteen hundred times. There was a
war going on"). It doesn't recapitulate the story. It doesn't merely refer
to the story, either. It speaks back through the centuries to Paris. It
says to Paris and to others, perhaps his fellow-countrymen, "give /
Helen / back / / (mother fuckers-" It makes a command. The speaker
is commanding Paris and the warriors who participated in the abduc-
tion. It doesn't speak to Homer. It doesn't evoke the great literature of
the Greeks. And yet, with that most late-twentieth-century of exple-
tives, it doesn't really speak in the voice of the Trojans, either. It speaks
from now, from here, and it speaks to those who have made us here
and now. And it speaks of one of the most influential stories about the
abduction of a beautiful woman by a man. It gives a command. It calls
Paris and his cohorts out. It commands them to action. It provokes
them.

The lines also refer to a context: "The context is an infinite interpenetra-
tion of figmentary subjectification." At first glance, this sentence seems
self-explanatory. In a somewhat mockingly self-conscious jargon-laden
way, it seems to talk about the interlacing between context and the self,
the mobile relationship between the self, however figmentary, and the
context. But this reading fails to watch the workings of context in this
context. What is context here? There seems to be no context in the
usual sense--no landscape, no narrative direction, no setting, no place,
nothing within which or towards which we can refer the action for
interpretation.

The American Heritage Dictionary gives two definitions of the word con-
text:

1. The part of a written or spoken statement in which a word or
passage at issue occurs; that which leads up to and follows and
often specifies the meaning of a particular expression. 2. The
circumstances in which a particular event occurs; a situation.

In this way, it tunnels up into the narrative and bursts forth, from with-
in. Not really to destroy that edifice, but to take it up again, now, here,
in the 1990s. It makes a demand. It demands accountability for the
past and the stories we have told about our past. It demands us, the
readers, to account for the place of the past now here as we read in this
moment. It demands our return, as well. Circling back through nearly
3,000 years of our literary past, to return to the present, fully attuned to
the place of Helen among us. And in that tension-the connections
between the story as we were told it so many years ago by Homer, and
the present, most popular attitudes towards women and sexuality in the
1990s-in that tension, the poetry of the moment is set awash. It
returns to us and demolishes us, not the past. As if "some other kind of
mission" -it demolishes us.

In both cases-context as the text which surrounds, and context as
event-the context is that which allows us to make sense of the focus of
the text or action at hand. But here is a different definition of context:
"the context is an infinite interpenetration of figmentary subjectifica-
tion." This is not saying that the context and the self are interpenetra-
ble. It says that the context is itself interpenetration. The context is
nothing more than movement, the movement of imaginary wordnesses,
figmentary subjectifications. The context is the motion.

Rod Smith's In Memory of my Theories was also published in 19%. The
third poem, "Sieff," begins:

The focal tendon acrostic moan. The word plunging attribute
possible. unfold stem of contraction sift, as at the top and the
bottom of.

We can refer back to the derivation of our English word context, again
from the American Heritage:

Middle English, from Latin, contextus, coherence, sequence of
words, from the past participle of contexere, to join together,
weave: com- together + textere, to join, weave, plait.

Accordingly, context is that which sequences. Only, in "Sieff," the
sequencing is rather less about joining together in the grammatical or



logical ways to which we are accustomed, than it is about a sequencing
that foregrounds sequencing itself. The sequence and movement of the
words and sentences, their inappositions, their pulling and putting
movements, their disjoints-these make up the context at work, already
underway, as it bends, tones, shifts, conjoints, contracts, sifts, folds and
unfolds, in turbulence.

For example, a couple of pages later, there is an interesting sequence
that moves or sifts the pronoun "she":

wing coup in the job touched. Repugnant Shipbuilding. the
fourth letter of. Point also called peroxy radical. She school. She
boundary. She written. She stimulus. She clean out. She advan-
tage. She basis. She peoples. She goods. She content. She
Islands. She drive. She shoot. She applies. She burner. She kind
she multiple she in the working of the shining Switzerland a
gentile sheriff shaving lotion and nonfissionable modem chuck-
le strip the wood boulevard between them.

There are innumerable ways that this stanza could be read. But in the
context of this argument, I want to draw attention to the movement of
the word or syllable "she." "She" is a moving target of sorts. Linked or
joined here in pairs to a number of words, not all verbs. "She Islands,"
for instance, could just be the name of a group of islands, the She
Islands. Or, like "She content," it could be that she islands, like she dri-
ves, like she shoots. Is she content, she? Or is the content under scruti-
ny in this context? Or are "she" and "content" the very disjuncture of
content and self from the grammatical norm, where she and content
paired in this non-grammatical form without a verb of being are simply
discrepant, the discrepant context? In any case, she is not in one place,
the she's multiply here, each two-word sentence skitters off in a differ-
ent direction, and so the context lopes or stretches out, pushed out past
what we would typically understand as a context, all stretched out of
shape, until the syllable "she" shimmers into the phoneme sh-, in shin-
ing, in sheriff, in shaving, in lotion, in nonfissionable.

And yet, despite all this sift, the very insistence on a certain kind of con-
text, however stretched out of shape, the context built by the very repe-
tition and sifting, the multiple siting, of she-, this insistence, this con-
text, says something about the ways we use the pronoun she. Now.
Today. It says to us. And not unlike (although also tonally quite
unlike) Jarnot's "give Helen back (mother fuckers-," Smith stretches
the context out precisely to ask a question about the "boulevard
between" us. Or, as he says immediately follOWing this stanza: "20th
comes after changes walls burst. syrupy. opportunities." This context

opens up a poetry of opportunities, changes. Where she might not be a
recognizable subject, instead, a mobile syllable, multiply situated. And
the continual sift of the poetry calls us as readers to be attentive to this
shifting, and to the specific siting of the words in their contexts. It also
asks us to be attentive to the kinds of change that are possible, now, in
the 20th century, among us.

In the preface to her Imagination Verses, Jennifer Moxley writes about
the relationship between the possible, the future, and poetry. Our
imagination of what is possible, she writes, whether for society, for life,
or for poetry, is "by its very nature unequaL" She writes, "when we
hope for a future different from the present we uncover the injustice of
our imagination."

What does this injustice mean? That's the difficult question. What
would it mean for imagination to be unjust, or unequal? What would it
mean for our imagination, in its very futurity, to be unjust?

According to Moxley, this inequality demands compromise, in that our
daily lives are never equal to the task of the future that we might imag-
ine. In the same way, the poem is also limited by the situatedness of
our living, in that it is "drawn from the viewpoint, time frame and land-
scape of a single life." So that there is a certain disjuncture between the
temporal trajectory of the possible or imagined, and the present situat-
edness of everyday living. That disjuncture, for Moxley, is poetry: 'The
poem offers a history of and a future for the mind's prerogative to exist
as more than a memory of its mileus. It is a small but necessary inter-
vention, a crucial and critical disjuncture."

Disjuncture, then, marks the inadequacy of the present to the future.
This disjuncture is the injustice of imagination. We have surrounding
us the time and space within which we live, and we can only write out
of that context. Yet if poetry is to be anything other than recollection in
solitude, not merely reifying the edifices of our traditions and memo-
ries, if poetry is to be anything other than a history of our pasts, it must
imagine a future different from our present. And yet there is no known
way into the future. There is no connection between the present and
the future, because the future is always yet to come. And thus, the
injustice, the disjunction which is poetry, as Moxley says, "a bridge of
half measures on the way to the possible."

Moxley's poetry is, then, a poetry of disjuncture, a poetry of imagina-
tion. But imagination here is redefined. It is not the imagination of the



Seal my fits with grey immortality,
and reaper slumber among the ruined
world ways, beauteous Lucy, much the yew
trees surprised us of the solitary
resolution of mutability.
Lonely she dwelt in independence too,
up my cottage strange passion leaps as few
men wandered by traveled Tintern Abbey.

Throughout its long tradition, poetry in the west has often metaphor-
ized the feminine as floral. And, since at least the eighteenth century in
England, the country house and formal garden has symbolized orderly
family life. So, in this respect, "The Wanderer" is quite commonplace.
What is perhaps more interesting, though, is the way that the feminized
garden in its very ruin and disorder comes to stand for the narrative's
effect on the Wanderer-and, by extension, the poem's effect on the
reader. Near the end of the poem, the Wanderer describes the ruined
garden where Margaret's spirit sleeps, overgrown with weeds and
spear-grass, as "beautiful," and "calm and still." "50 still an image of
tranquillity, / ... / That what we feel of sorrow and despair / From ruin
and from change, and all the grief / That passing shows of Being leave
behind, / Appeared an idle dream" (946-52).

romantics, whose poetry was a recollection in solitude, an imagination
of memory. It is, instead, an imagination of the unknowable future.

"Duet #1 Wordsworth" is made up of just such disjuncture. The first
of two stanzas reads:

At one level, this poem works as a pastiche of the titles of Wordsworth's
poems. Just glancing at the Riverside Selected Poems I found all but a
very few of these words in the "Table of Contents." At another level,
the situatedness or context out of which this poem works,
Wordsworth's poetry, allows us to read it as an intervention, an imag-
ined future different from our present.

Here the timeless tranquillity of the garden grave is posed against the
ruinous changes of time. The reader's anticipated sorrowful response to
death and change is said to seem" an idle dream." So change, as a func-
tion of time and imagination, brings only ruin, despair and sorrow,
while the contemplation of a timeless feminine nature can work against
this ruinous change and its attendant grief.

"Duet" could be read through any number of Wordsworth's poems, but
I'm particularly interested in ''The Excursion: Book One - The
Wanderer." As the headnote summarizes: ''The Author reaches a
ruined cottage upon a Common, and there meets with a revered Friend,
the Wanderer, ... [who] relates the History of its last Inhabitant." The
last inhabitant of the cottage was a woman named Margaret, whose
husband, once an industrious weaver, succumbs to economic pressures
and deserts her. The Wanderer circles throughout the countryside, vis-
iting Margaret periodically.

Now, returning to Moxley's poem after this excursion, we can see sever-
al ways in which "Duet #1" torques Wordsworth's words, imagining
change. First of all, the first-person speaker, the poet, is ambiguous: is
Wordsworth, is Moxley, is both, a duet? So that already, in the speak-
er's initial invocation of Lucy-"Seal my fits with grey immortality, ...
beauteous Lucy" -the poet's relation to the feminine muse is shifted.
Secondly, the feminine that is invoked is not beauteous and dead, she is
beauteous and independent: "Lonely she dwelt in independence too."
And thirdly, the relationships between humans, the world, ideas and
time are all shifted. Immortality is grey, the reapers slumber, the yew
trees surprise, resolution is a resolution of mutability, and the cottage is
not surrounded by the natural world-whether orderly or disorderly-
it is overgrown with strange passion. These shifts are produced by
grammatical and poetic disjunctions. And they speak, not of a ruinous
change, but of openness to change, to mutability, to disjuncture.

Initially, she is described as "One whose stock / Of virtues bloomed
beneath this lowly roof" (511-12). And after her husband's departure,
the increasing disorderliness of her family is described primarily in
terms of her house and her garden. The second time the Wanderer vis-
its her after her husband's departure, he comments that her garden had
"lost its pride of neatness. Daisy-flowers and thrift / Had broken their
trim border-lines, and straggled / O'er paths" (721-24). At his third
visit, the following spring, he comments that he "once again entering
the garden saw, / More plainly still, that poverty and grief / Were now
come nearer to her: weeds defaced / The hardened soil, and knots of
withered grass" (832-35).

Robert Fitterman's Metropolis (1-15), forthcoming from Sun & Moon,
also situates its language in multiple disjunctive contexts. Like the
other books under discussion here, it is not really possible to do it jus-
tice in the space available. A number of the poems would make for a
valuable discussion: "6," which reproduces excerpts of newspapers
with all but a few words and phrases blacked or crossed out; "7," a



description of car lots in Queens in July; "10," a table of contents and
summary headnotes to a book entitled "The State of Things Called
Recent;" "12" -"Living Under The Letter F," which includes the stanza:

EveRY man should be allOWed
quiETly to inHerit His faTHEr's HAt

Bouwery, or country seat,
in patRIArchal retIrement

It's just not possible, in 1996, to use the word patriarchal uncritically.
Reading backwards from its use, then, we could also question the claim
that "EveRY man should be allOWed / quiETly to inHerit His
faTHEr's" ... his father's hat? Wait. "HAt / Bouwery, or country seat."But for the purposes of this essay, I turn to "15," which is drawn from

Washington Irving's A History of New York. The first lines read:

PlaCID GIbbett IslAnd
BillOWs, thRONGed

the laTe beauTEous prosPECt 'prenTICes

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, bouwery, now spelled
bowery, is derived from the Dutch bouwerij, farm, estate, from bouwen,
to cultivate. It is defined as"a farm or plantation owned by one of the
early Dutch settlers of New York." There is also an older English word
bower, bowery, which in poetic diction refers to "a rustic cottage, a
country retreat." Then there is the Bowery, which is defined: "A street
and section of lower Manhattan, New York City, frequented by dere-
licts. [From BOWERY (originally Peter Stuyvesant's estate).]" Of
course today's Bowery-a hipster haven-eannot be avoided in this
line. All of these senses are operative, and, the insertion of the word
"hat" and the contemporary Bowery into a sentence about the inheri-
tance of property pulls that sentence, rudely, into the present day.

a pasSIon for cleaNliness-the leading PRincipLe
in DOMestic EcoNomy

Immediately, we know this language is quoted. Words like placid, bil-
lows, thronged, beauteous prospect, are not commonly used at this end
of the century, and the direct address to the reader is quite old-fash-
~oned in diction. We also know that elements are probably juxtaposed
In new ways: the line "the laTe beauTEous prosPECt 'prenTICes"
seems to be made up of at least two separate elements from Irving's
text, since" apprentices," even when used as a verb, usually refers to a
person, not a horizon.

However, Fitterman is not merely interested in pointing out disparities
between present day New York and the bucolic tranquillity of the early
town. The citations seem chosen just as much for their over-the-top
rhetoric as for their descriptive value. So that it becomes impossible to
separate the role of a historian of the city from that of the public poet.
Or, as the poem says:

the high-minded Pieter de Groodt
shoWder down a panNIer load of beneDictionS-

B~t this poem opens up its source in another interesting way, somewhat
dIfferently than the poems discussed above. The source here doesn't
operate as a context for the poem. Instead, the poem pulls Irving's
words and phrases into its context, the late twentieth-century context of
the poem Metropolis. And in this context, A History of New York takes on
new meanings.

For instance, it is fairly obvious that the follOWing lines are not excerpt-
ed innocently:

garrISoned bY a douGhtY
host of oRaTors



our own "high-minder" "panNIer Load." This kind of turn folds the
source text onto the poem in such a way as to resist any attempt to pro-
duce a critical reading of the source text. Poem "13" gives us another
index of this resistance to a simplistic distinction between source text,
poetic text and context in Metropolis:

tive poetry now, here in the late 1990s, would not subscribe to the slo-
gan, "make it new." Instead, it would ask questions: What is it we do
not know? How do we pay attention to the world as we have inherited
it, in order to make shift? To ask this is to think the relations between
language and the world differently.

When does the quote stop
Qhen doth thus quote stopeth
vis-a-vis a congoleum stripped
overcoat of the obvious yearning a

pith & gin rickey yesteryear-

The discussion in all of these books broadens out to larger issues of the
social and poetry. But perhaps the most insistant about such issues is
Juliana Spahr's Response. The initial poem "Responding," takes up the
question of the relations between art and nation, the social and the per-
son. As it begins: "This is a place without a terrain a government that
always / changes an unstable language."Things are scarier than

the rear-view redundancy under
sun lamp, reappears the mood
ring of safety, the profit in loneliness,

cries mistrial likely
judged from the past.

Here, the attempt to judge the past is more of a mistrial-"invalid
because of a basic error in procedure" (AH Dictionary). We can't simply
look back at, judge and therefore differentiate ourselves from the past.
''Things are scarier than / the rear-view." Rather, the error in proce-
dure is assuming that we know when the quote stops. In the way that
everyday or contemporary objects like a hat, the Bowery, congoleum,
mood ring, sun lamp, and gin rickey invade these poems-in a similar
way, our language, our assumptions, and our present are incessantly
invaded by the past. There is no easy differentiation of our present
from our pasts. And, by extension-to return to our discussion of the
future--our imagination of the possible cannot escape our contexts, our
traditions, our rootedness, the edifices that surround us. In fact, we are
just as likely to be "judged from the past." As Fitterman cites, folding
the text back onto us: "FANcy YouRself 0 reaDer!"

we know [name of major historical figure] calls, authentically,
for a more total, more radical war than we can even
dream in the language of the avant-garde

we know a commercial promises to reduce plaque more
effectively in this same tone

Here, war is called for, the avant-garde dreams, and commerce promis-
es, all in the same language. Each of these language-uses claim sole
authenticity. But how do we fashion an art, a language use, that does
not abandon promise, dreams, radicality-and yet is somehow distin-
guishable from the claims of nation and its attendant war, or the claims
of commerce?

And so I said tunnel up, into. If our present and pasts, like an Alcatraz,
are inescapable and in a certain sense indestructible, we still have the
advantage of the un created future. In scientific usage, an experiment is
a test of what we do not know against the physical properties of the
world. An experiment does not create new matter, it creates new
knowledge. It does not change the physical world, it changes the
boundaries of our interactions with the world. It does not discover new
worlds, it discovers us differently. It changes what we can do. Perhaps
we can think of innovation in language in this manner, so that innova-

"We can't," Spahr writes, "keep our fingers of connection out of it."
And so, one response, and a necessary response, it seems, is precisely to
draw the connections between art, nation, war, commerce, culture. Our
art, our language, is situated within these bounds. Yet, at the s~e.
time, it is possible to differentiate: "rewritten, the goal of the artist IS to
prevent reality in a true and / concrete manner."

How does one, the poet, "prevent reality?" The word "prevent" here



seems to mean multiply. At one level, it means to keep something from
happening, to stop an action already underway. That is resistance. But
the older meaning of prevent, closer to the Latin original praevenire, "to
come before, anticipate," is also operative here. The artist precedes real-
ity, in her attention to the future. That is the experiment. It represents
the positive valence of our work.

I have been arguing for-attempting to demonstrate-a common
attunement to context and its languages among these poets. I think this
commonality extends to a wider range of poets writing today. This
writing attends to specific uses of language in our culture, both present
and past-the use of the story of Helen, the pronoun she, the ways we
talk about death and time, our historical reference points for the devel-
opment of urban space, the inheritance of property, the language of
commercials, the language of war. The poetry does not just resist these
uses, or abstract itself from them. It situates its own poetic languages
with regard to these specific language sites. It constitutes itself in ten-
sion with them, within their bounds, and then ... Then it shifts.

This kind of language use, a poetry that "prevents reality," depends on
a very material notion of language-language as that which moves and
has consequences in our world, a bodily language, a language constitut-
ed within or bound up with our bodies; thus, a multiple and varied lan-
guage-languages, I should say. Languages as varied as our bodies,
our histories, our presents, our futures. Languages that catch us up in
their turbulent flow.

Mark Wallace, in the recent Shadows, writes:

There is no such thing as language. There are words and their
histories, there are contexts, structures, ways of speaking, lan-
guages that often contest or merge with each other, a boisterous
and fragile multiplicity. But there is no monolithic center which
the word "language" could mean. There are certainly, in differ-
ing contexts, languages with different kinds of (though always
changing) power.

Wallace here speaks of language formations--Ianguages and their con-
texts. Since we cannot assume a monologic language, he says, we find
ourselves having to situate our poetry in multiple and in specific ways.
We ourselves are bound up in these contexts. We cannot cut ourselves
out of the text; we bring our bodies, our lives, our cities, our societies,

"Such words" -the words we write from within these contexts, Wallace
goes on to say-"resist other meanings (and the powers supported by
those meanings) that they find intolerable or offensive, but always as part
of the changes they create and are" [my emphasis]. The words are caught
up in the very tensions and flows that they describe. As are we. And
our potential for change depends upon our openness to this catching,
this pulling or pooling. And so we return to the question of change:
force or the desire for a future.

In her "Responding," Spahr refers to various kinds of language use by
writers:

[generic pronoun] covered [name of island] with strange marks
. in chalk, oil paint, and dye

[generic pronoun] wished to reduce writing to the zero level
where it is without meaning. When culture invades
private life on a large scale [generic pronoun] said the
individual cannot escape being raped

another [generic noun] made a font that was scratched into
paper by a knife

These statements are all instances of writing being etched onto the
physical world, or onto the body, or onto paper. These statements all
describe a certain kind of physical force, a language use that resists the
forces that impinge upon people. They describe a kind of embattled
war in the trenches--the force of language against the forces of the
world.

But Spahr's poetry enacts a different kind of force-it allows for trajec-
tories elsewhere, turbulence, flow. It does not just name a resistance to
immovable forces; instead, it enacts the potential of language to do
more than we can think. Between brackets. The subjects of this poem:
"[generic pronoun]," "[generic noun]," remain potential. The brackets
allow for a different future, they prevent reality by shifting the terms-
literally-of the material body of language away from a male or a
female subject. They bracket gender, and the gendered body, in lan-



guage, while opening up the highly volatile topic of rape; and the
bracketing, of course, foregrounds the question in its space. Who
wished, who said, who did these things, we wonder. Was it a man or a
woman? We want to put a pronoun in the space allotted for it. We
struggle to read these statements without the signposts we are used to.
The very shift gives us pause.

thought of as the thing that carries meaning. Meaning is said to be
extraneous to form-given from without, from God.

In the space of the pause, where our attention catches, if only momen-
tarily, in each phrase, on that which is bracketed. In that skip, in that
shift, there, there, the future. And its possibility hinges on the way that
gender, the gendered pronoun, is attended to, made or make shift.

These kinds of baggage have tended to be invisible in our culture.
Invisible and weighty and in some ways inescapable. And yet, if we are
to imagine a future different from our own present, we have to risk this
baggage. By that I mean that even as we carry around and within us
our skeletons, our bodies, our histories, our property, our poetries, we
also risk being carried. away. in the current. awash. as I have said,
going, going and not finding, ferrying the possible ... desire ... the future
... carrying with us what is possible to say. and so saying. in that tur-
bulence. we. make. shift.

In similar ways, I would argue, the strange capitalization and discor-
dant temporality of Fitterman's text, the disjunctive grammar and odd
juxtaposition of Moxley's uses of Wordsworth's poetic language, the
discrepant uses of the pronoun she in Smith's "Sieff," and Jamot's
urgent rereading of Homer, "give Helen back (mother fuckers"- each
of these strategies foregrounds the materiality of the text, attuned to the
operations of language in each specific context. In each of these
instances, our usual attitudes towards the formations of gender in lan-
guage are shifted, if only momentarily. At each lurch giving us pause,
making us aware of language uses we so often take for granted, uses
such as the automatic assignment of "she," "he" and "it" in our every-
day speech, with all the assumptions attendant on the ideas of mas-
culinity or feminity.

These are the kinds of experiments undertaken by these books.
Experiments not on language per se, but with the ways that we use
words-words and their tensions with our world, social and physical.

Some of the oldest myths of our culture-myths of how the world was
formed out of chaos; myths of how God was, in the beginning before
time, the Word; myths of how and why male and female humans, ani-
mals, and plants were created-these myths rely on a certain definition
of humanity and its relationships with language and the world. Our
very notion of a letter (the letter I, or the letter a), our very concept of
Word, are already pervaded by western and Christian notions of body,
of the material world, of the priority of spiritual or intellectual being
over the body in the world.

So that, for instance, a single letter or a Single sound is thought to be
without meaning, while the Word is weighty. And in this way, the
physical presence of language, either in written or spoken form, is not
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